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Spinstructure function of the virtual photon beyond the leading order in QCD
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Polarized photon structure can be studied in the future polarized e'e- colliding-beam experiments･ We

investigate the spin-dependent structure function of the virtualphoton g T(x,Q2,p2),
in perturbative QCD for

A2く宅P2く宅Q2,where - Q2(- p2) isthe mass squared of the probe (target)photon. neanalysis is performed

to next-to-leading order in QCD･ We particularly emphasize the renormalization scheme independence of the

result･ The nonleading correctionssigmificantly modifythe
leading log result,inparticulaf, at large x

'as
well as

at small x･ Wealso discuss the nonvamishingfirst moment sumru1e of gT, where 0(as) corrections are

computed. [SO5561282I(99)08309-5]
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Ⅰ.mRODUCTION

In recent yearsthere has been growlng Interest inthe

study of a polarized photon structure function. ne informa-

tion on the spln Structure Of the photon would be provided by

血e resolved photon process in pol∬ized electron and proton

collision inthe polarized version of the DESY ep collider

I{ERA [l,2].More directly,the spin-dependent structure

function of photon gT canbe measured bythe polarized

e+e- colhsion inthefuture linearcolliders (Fig.1).
Fromthetheoreticalviewpolnt,the firstmoment of a pho-

ton structure function
g[

has recently attracted attention in

the literature [3-7]in connection with its relevance forthe

axialanomaly, which hasalso played an important role in the

QCD analysis of the spin structure of the nucleon. Ouraim

here is to carry outthe QCD computation of the photon's

polarized structure function at the same level of the unpolaq-

ized case･ Here we notethat the two-loop sphttingfunc-

tions of Dokshitzer-GribovILipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP)

equation or equlValentlythe two-loop anomalous dimensions

have recently been calculated [8,9],and we can performthe

next-to-leading order QCD analysis forthe polarized photon

structure function. Actuallythere has already been ananalysIS

of spin-dependent structure function
gT

forthe real photon

target by Stratmann and Vogelsang [10].
h this paper we shall investlgate the polarized virtual

photon structure function
gT(x,Q2,p2) (othe next-leading

order (NLO)inQCD, inthe kinematical region:

A2<p2<Q2, (I.1)

where
-

Q2(-p2) is the mass squared of the probe (target)

pboton, and A is血e qCD scale parameter. We can base our

arguments either on DGLAP-type Q2 evolution equation for

the parton distributions or on the framework of operator

product expansion (OPE) andthe renormalization group

(RG) method. The unpolarized virtual photon structure func-

tions F2Y(x,Q2,p2) and FZ(x,Q2,p2) were s(udied in the
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leading order (LO) [ll]and inthe NLO [12,13].Andthe

parton contents of virtualphoton were studied in Refs.

[14,15]and the target mass effect of uhpolarizedand polar-

ized virtualphoton structure in LO was discussed in Ref.

[16].
ne advantage to studythe virtual photon target isthat we

can calculatethe whole structure function entirely up to NLO

bytheperturbative method. On the other hand, for the real

photon target [17,18]we can calculate the perturbative

pleCeS, but notthe nonperturbative contributions which may

be estimated, for ex.ample, by vector-dominance model [19]･
The perturbative pleCeS forthe real photon target can be

reproducedfromthe result forthe virtualphoton case.

Inthe next section we discussthe polarized photon struc-

ture functions. Next we presentthe two theoretical frame-

works based on OPE (See.Ill)and on DGLAP parton model

approach (Sec. ⅠⅤ).In Sらc. Ⅴ,血e sum nlle fbr血e丘rst

moment of gT will be evaluated up tothe order of as. The

numerical analysis of gr will be glVen in Sec･ ⅤⅠ.The血al

section is devoted to the conclusion and discussion.

FIG. l･ Deep Inelastic scattenng on a polarized virtualphoton in

polarized e'e- collision, e'e-･-e'e- + hadrons (quarksand glut

ons).
Thearrows indicate the polarizations of the e', e-and virtual

photons. The mass squared of the "probe" ("target") photon is

-Q2(-p2)(A2<p2<<Q2).
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FIG･ 2･ Forward scattering of a virtualphotonwithmomentum q

andanother virtualphotonwith momentum p. The Lorentz indices

are denoted by p, 7,,P, T.

Ⅱ. POLARIZED PIIOTON STRUCTtJRE FUNCTIONS

Let us considerthe forward virtualphoton scattenngam-

pl血de (Fig.2),

TFL,P,(p,q)≡ i∫d4xd4yd4zelq･XelP･(y-Z)

×(OJT(Jp(x)Jγ(0)Jp(y)J,(I))lo)･(2･1)

Its absorptlVe Part is related to the structure tensor

w,LW,(p,q) forthe photon withmass squared p2- -p2

probed bythe photon withq2- -Q2:

1

wFLVP,(p,q)=盲lmTFLVPl(p,q)･ (2･2)

ne antlSyⅡ-etric part, WAFLyPT, Which is antlSymmetric un-

der血e i皿terCbange of J⊥ and 〟, can be decomposed as

I

wAFL叩,-

EF-人qq入EpTqPpβpTT#'EF-^qq入(p
･

q Ep,qPpp

l
-

Ep,apPPpqq α)㌃評g2Y, (2･3)

which glVeS two spin-dependent structure functions,

gT(x,Q2,p2) and g2Y(x,Q2,p2). For a real photon, g2Y is

identically zero, and there exists only one spln Struturefunc-

tion,
gT(x,Q2).

onthe other hand, forthe off-shell or virtual

photon (P2*o) target, we have two spin-dependent struc-

ture functions
grand g2Y･ A more detailed argument onthe

structure functions is glVen in the Appendix D. me
gr

is

related to the structure function W4Y, which was discussed

some years ago in [20,21], such that
gT(x,Q2)

…2W4Y(,,Q2). Here we notethat the LO QCD correction

was丘rst s山died by one of血e authors in [22]and later in

[23,3].
First we note血at the same丘amework used in血e analy-

sis of the nucleon spin structure functions can be applied
in

our case. We can either base our argument on the OPE

supplementd by the re皿0Ⅱnalization group (RG) method, or

on the DGLAPtype parton evolution equations. It should be

noted the next-tolleading order analysis is now possible

since血e two-loop anomalous dimensions of twist-2 opera-
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tors Rニrelevantfor the spin-dependent structure function (or

equivalently two-loop p∬ton sp比ing functions)were calcu-
lated independently by two groups, by Mertig-van Neerven

[8]and by Vogelsang [9].

III. TⅡEORETICAL FRAMEWORK BASED ON OPE

In our previous paper [24],we based ourargument onthe

QCD improved parton model approach. Here we start with
theoretical framework based onthe OPEand RG method.

Applying OPE forthe product of two electromagnetic cur-

rents we get

d4xeiqlXT(Jp(x)Jy(0)f

--i8FLγ人qq入∑n-odd

qFLl‥ ●qFLn_I

･ ∑ci,nR;:1…qpn-1-i(8pp入qqyqPI

-

8
vp^qqpqP- q28FL加)

xn=;dd(&)nqFLl '‥qFL._2

･ ≡cを,nR;:Pl'‥qpn-2t

(3.1)

For polarized deep inelastic scattenng,the twist-2 and

twist-3 operators.I R;
,R;

contribute tothe structure functions

in
pthe scaling血it. For

gT only twist-2 operatorsare rel-

evant. Now we can write down the moment sumrule for
gr:

I.IdxxnllgT(x,Q2,p2)

- ∑ cニ(Q2/FL2,g-(IL2)_,,α)I
i- ¢,G,NS,γ

× (γ(p)fR乞(FL2)Ii(p)), (3.2)

whereRニand Cニarethe twist-2 operators and their coeffi-

cient functions (hereafterwe suppress the index I for twist-2

operators),wi血〝 being血e renomalizadon point and α

-e2/4J7',the QED coupling constant. Q, G, NSand γ stand

for slnglet quark,gluon, nonslng事etquark and photon, re-

spectively. The relevant twist-2 operators Rニ[i
- ¢(S),G,NS,γ] are given by [22]

Rq/ll''Pn-1-in-1わ(qDPl･
I

･DPn11)γ51 ¢-traceterms,

(3.3)

1

R芸pl-‥Pn-1-ォin~1E(qαβγG叩1DP2･
･

･DPn-1'Gβγ

-

trace terms,

114011-2
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‥

R芯言1…Pn-1-in~1わ(qDPl･-DPnll)γ5(Qc2h- I)Q

-

trace terms,

1
RoVl-''Pnll-

T'nllE(qαβγFaVl∂FQ･-∂Pn-1)FPγγ

-

trace terms,

(3.5)

(3.6)

where () means complete symmetrizati?noverthe
Lorentz

indices JFLl
-

･Pn_1 ,
DP denotes covanant derivative, 1 is

an nfXnf umit matrix and Qc2histhe square of the nfXnf

quark-charge matrix･ withnf being the number offlavors･

Here we notethatthe essential feature in the above equation

isthe appearance of photon operators RnY in addition tothe

ha血o血c operators.

For -p2-p2>A2, we can calculate the photon matrix

elements of the hadronic operators perturbatively･ Chooslng

FL2 to be close to P2, we get, to the lowest order,

･γ(p,.Ri(p,･γ(p,,-芸(一言n･L･.nS･A乞)
,

i- ¢(S),G,NS, (3.7)

where K:,i
-

(KS)ia,e one-loop anomalous dimension matrix

elements between也e photon and ba血onic operators･ On也e

other hand, in the leading order of the QED coupling con-

stant, a, we have for the photon operator RnY:

(γ(p)fRnY(FL)lγ(p))-1. (3.8)

It should be notedthatthefimite termAL depends onthe

renormalization scheme forthe operators Rと.fhtting FL2
-

-p2-p2, we have

α

(γ(p)IRニ(FL)lγ(p))fp2-p2-蒜Aニ,(3･9)

andthe nthmoment withthis choice FL2-p2 in Eq. (3.2)
bec omes

dxxn-lgT(x,Q2,p2)

i,)･=易,NS,γ
(γ(p)IRE(p2-p2)lγ(p))

･ (T exp[lg-g;'QP22,'dg#])
ijCJi(

1,g-,α,･

(3.10)

The evolution factor in the last equation is found to be [17]

･

exp[Ig-g;'Q722,'dg諾), (3･11,

where

PHYSICAL REVⅡ三W D 5少114011

Mn(Q2/p2,glp2))- T exp [lg-g;'QP22,'dg#]:

xn(Q2/p2,glp2, , a,
- lg-g:QP22,'dgK#

･

Texp[lg-g(Q2,dg怒]
(3.12)

ノヽ

with γnand Knthe hadromicanomalous dimension matrix

and the off-diagonal element representlngthemixlng be-

tween the photon and ha血on operators (see Appendix A).
Thus we get

dxxn- lgr(x,Q2,p2)

α
-

7=An
･ Mn(Q2/p2,g-(p2))cn(1,g-(Q2))

+xn(Q2/p2,g-(p2),α)･ cn(l,g-(Q2))+ cny

(3.13)

An- (AnQ,AnG
,Aごs).

(3.14)

with

The coe凪cientfunctionsaregiven by (seeAppendix C)

Cn(1,g-)-

α

cny(1,g-,α)-蒜∂rBny (3.15)

with ∂¢ -

(e2)
-

∑:≡le,?/nf,6NS
- 1,∂γ -

3nf(e4)

-3∑≡1eチ･
We then derive the following formula for the moments:

114011-3
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I.1dxxn-1gr(I,Q2,p2,-芸去[i=.?_,NS
PT

1 47T

i-･T-,NS
-

1

I+入?/2β.αs(Q2)

+ ∑ A?
i-+,-,〃∫

as(Q2)

as(p2)

PHYSICAL REVⅡ三W D 5少1 14011

(1-(S)i"po'1)
'i=.?_.NS

B?
as(Q2)

as(p2)

Here αs(Q2)-g-2(Q2)/4甘isthe QCDruming coupling constant. h Eq. (3.16),we have defined

PT-K:p?Cn(l,0)(i-+,-,NS),

入:/2βo+1

I c
n

I a(

:.,1]6･,
(3.17)

where P?'s are projectionoperators given inthe Appendix A･ The coefhcients A? , β㌻andCn are computed from the NLO

perturbative calculation, and are glVen by

A?-一武写譜n(I,0,

B?-q #n(I,0,

Cn-2βo(∂r8ny+An. Cn( 1,0)),

-一鴫p?cn(1,0,
1

i?/2Po

1 +九T/2βo

where ^?(i-+,-,NS) are eigenvalues of the 1-loop

anomalous dimension
matrix与io)andare glVen in Appendix

A. Po andthe Pl arethe one- and two-loop Pfunctions, and

Po- ll-2nf/3 and Pl- 102-38nf/3･

Allthe quantities necessary to evaluate P-?, A? , B? , and

Cn aqe now known and will be presented in Appendixes

A-C･ Two-loop results [8,9]h31e been calculated inthe

modified Tinimal subtraction (MS) scheme [25]･Actually
血e expresslOnS Of Eqs. (3.16)and (3.17)-(3.20)∬e血e same

in formasthe ones obtained before by one of the authorsand

Walsh forthe case of the virtual photon structure function F2Y

[12].¶le eXPhcit expressions of the one-loopand two-loop

anomalous dimensions [8,9]as well as one-loop coef&cient

functions [26-30,8,9]are giv?n
in Appendixes Band C･

Equation (3･16)is ourmaln result of the p.resent paper･

The first termis-the LO result,andthe remaining terms are

the NLO (〕CD coⅡections.

Now let us examinethe renormalization scheme indepen-

dence of the coefGcients; A?, β㌻and Cn･Asin the unpo-

1adzed case, β㌻can be wri仕en in te-s of a scheme-

independent combination of 2-loop anomalous dimensions

and l-loop coefhcient functions in the hadronic sector･ Using

the scheme-independent coefacients Rら,n[31-33],we can

write

B?-L?R;,n (i-+,-,NS), (3121)

1 -

i?/2Po

i?/2Po

1

+KLp?cn(1,0)福一2PoAnP?Cn(1,0),

(3.18)

-KS告p?cn(
1,0)

1+i?/2Po --nco

i?/2Po

1 +i?/2Po (3.19)

(3.20)

where the explicit form for R;,Ais given in Eqs･ (9)-(12) of

Ref. [31](seealso [12])and

L?-P?
1 +i?/2Po

(3.22)

which is the coefficient of the leadingllog term･ nle scheme

independence of B? followsfromthese two equations･

Regarding Cn, we first considerthe photon matrix ele-

ments of the renormahzed quarkand gluon operators. Ⅵ1e

finite matrix elements Anand the tree-level coefBcientfunc-

tions Cn(1,0) aregiven by

An-6((e2),o,(e4)-(e2)2)A-nQG, (3.23)

cn(1,0,-('e?2').･
(3･24,

Hence, we have

An･ Cn( I,0)-6(e4)A-nQG. (3.25)

1 1401ト4
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Noting血at

2

Bny=VG,6γ-3nf(e4)･ (3.26)

we find Cn equal to be

Cn- 12βo(e4)(BnG+A-nQG). (3.27)

Since the combination BnG +A-nQG is scheme independent [25],
so is Cn. In fact, inthe哀話scheme [8],the gluon matrix

elements of quark operators (i
-

〟,NS) read

(p,SIR,?Vl'‥Pn-I(FL2)lp,s)

-Ai(p2,FL2,g)[(sqpr-pun-1)-traces] (i- 〟,NS),

g2

A･/,-了諒(妄y,A,n.nf･A-nPG),(3･28,

where the finite matrix element A-nQG is glVen in the parton

language as [8]

A-nQG- I.1d-n-1ai!ig(x,, (3･29)

where

城g(x)-Tf[(4-8x)(1nx+1n(llX))](3.30)

withTf-nf/2･ mus, we get

A-nQG-2nf[諾誌sl(n,･詩誌一芸-;]･(3.31)

Therefore,from Eq. (3.27)we丘nal1y arrive at

cn-24Pd〈e4,[;-£一芸･古志]
(3･32,

which is consistent wi也tbe Box diagram calculation･
Onthe other hand, in the RG scheme adopted by Kodaira

[28]which is the momentum subtraction scheme, we ba∇e,

for n>3.

A-nQG- 0

withthe coefficient function given by

(3.33)

BnG-2nf[喜一㌫一芸.古志]･
(3･34,

For n
- I ; because of the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly

A-nQ-1G- -2nf

and

β㌘1-o,

(3.35)
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by defimition, since we have no gauge-invariant gluon opera-

tor for n- 1･ Combimingthis withthe result for A-nQG, We

arrive atthe same result for Cn.

Tbe scheme-independence of the remaining COefBcients

A? followsfromthe abovearguments on 8?and Cnandthe

physically measurable moments given in Eq. (3.16).

rv. QCD IMPROV丑D PARTON MODEL APPROACH

We now turntothe analysis based on the QCD improved

甲artonmodel [34]using the DGLAP parton evolution equa-
tlOnS.

Let q'!(x,Q2,p2), G;(x,Q2,p2), r;(x,Q2,p2) be

quark withi-flavor,gluon,and photon distribution functions

with ± hehcities of the longitudinallypolarized virtual pho-
ton with mass -P2 [24].nenthe spin-dependent parton
distributionsare defined as

AqE=q'+ +q-E+ -q'_ -q-'_ , (4.I)

AGγ…GエーGr, Arγ…r工-r工.
(4.2)

血也e leading order of也e electromagnedc coupling con-

stant, α-e2/4打, Arγ does not evolute with Q2and is set to

be Arγ(I,Q2,p2) -

6( 1
-x).

The quark and gluon distribu-
tions Aqi and AGγ

satisfythefollowing evolution equations‥

dAqi(x,Q2,p2)

dlnQ2

dAGγ(x,Q2,p2)

dlnQ2

lxl納APqiqj(三,Q2)Aq).(y,Q2,p2,

士AP-qG(,i,Q2)AGγ(y,Q2?p2,)
+APqiγ(I,Q2,p2),

Pn"
dy

y (AP Gq

X

-,Qγ 2)∃

(4.3)

∑'Aqi(y,Q2,p2)

･AP-GG(;,Q2)AGγ(y,Q2,p2,)
+APGγ(x,Q2,p2), (4.4)

where APAB IS a POlarized splitting function of B-parton to

AIPartOn, defined as APAB=PA.B.-PA_B.(-PA_B_

-PA.B_, due to parityconservation in QCD and QED)･
For later convemience we use, instead of Aq', the flavor

singletand nonslnglet combinations defined as follows:

AqsY…∑Aqi,
I

(4.5)

(3.36)

11401ト5
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so that ∑iAqんs-0and nf is the number of relevant active

quarkflavors･ The qu証k-quark sphttingfunction APq･･qj is

made up of two pleCeS,血e one represenbng血e case血at

J-quark splitsinto i-quark without throughgluon, andthe

o也er one tbrougb gluon, and may be expressed as

APqL.qj-6ijAPqq･;APqSq,
(4･7,

wherethe second termis representlngthe splittingthrough

gluon, and APqq and AP言qare both independent of quark

navor, i and j･ It is notedthat by construction Aj5言q
is rel-

evant forthe evolution offlavor-sigletAqsYandfirst appears

inthe order of as2 ･

In the QCD improved parton model, which is based on

the factorizationtheorem, the polarized virtualphoton struc-

ture function
gT(x,Q2,p2)

is expressed as

g"I,Q2,p2,- I,I;(;Aqi(y,Q2,p2,ci(;,Q2)
+AGγ(y,Q2,p2)cG (:;,Q2))+cγ(x,Q2),

(4.8)

where a, CG, and Cγarethe coefAcientfunctions of

l-quark, gluon, and photon, respectively,and are independent

of target photon mass P2･ up to one-loop levelthey are

glVen by

ci(z,Q2,-e?(8(Ill,･#Bq(I,),
(4･9,

cG(z･Q2,-'e2'(o･!#BG(z,),
(4.10)

α

cγ(I,Q2)-蒜3nf(e4)Bγ(I), (4.ll)

where (e2)-∑ie?/nfand (e4)-∑ieチ/nf･It is notedthat

Bq(I).in.Eq･ (4･9)is independent of the quark flavor i･ Since

EiAq'C is rewritten as

写Aqici-写(Aqんs･誹
-AqsY(y,Q2,p2)(e2)

･#Bq(;))

(6(1-;)

+≡ e?Aqんs(y,Q2,p2)l

･#Bq(;)),

(♂(l一言)

we obtain

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 1 14011

gT(x,Q2,p2,- I,1筈(AqsY(y,Q2･p2,cS(,i,Q2)
+AGγ(y,Q2,p2)cG

+ Aqks(y,Q2,p2)CNS

where we have de丘ned

+cγ(x,Q2),

(4.13)

cs(z,Q2,-(e2,(6(.-I,･#Bs(I,),
(4･14,

CNS(I,Q2'…∂(l

-z'･誓BNS(z',

Aqks…∑e?Aqんs,l

(4.15)

(4.16)

and Bs(z)-BNS(z)-Bq(I)･ From Eqs･ (4･3)-(4･7)and

(4.16),theevolution equations for AqsY, AGγ,and Aqks are

now glVen by

dAqsY(,,Q2

dlnQ2

dAGγ(x,Q2,p2)

dlnQ2

(4.12)

114011-6

′{

,
S
･
l
>
.

｢上
甘〃･

"
Q
q･△ I)2

0}
ズ
L

γノ

･APfq(;,Q2)]AqsY(y,Q2,pi,

･nfAPqG(;,Q2)AGγ(y,Q2,p2,)I
+∑ APq.γ(x,Q2), (4･17)

J

I,l誹pGq(若,Q2)･AqsY(y,Q2,p2,

･APGG(,!･Q2)AGγ(y,Q2,p2,)
+ APGγ(x,Q2), (4･18)
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dAqks(x,Q2,p2)

dlnQ2 I,1;AP-qq(,i,Q2)Aqks(y,Q2,p2,

声e,,(+∑ e,? APqL･γ(x,Q2)

一志亨APqjγ(I,Q2,)･
(4･19,

Introducing a row vector Aqγ-(AqsY,AGγ,Aqks),the
above evolution equations, Eqs. (4.17)-(4.19)are expressed
in a compact matrix form

dAqγ(x,Q2,p2)

dlnQ2
-Ak(I,Q2)

･ I,1筈Aqγ(y,Q2,p2,AP(;,Q2),
(4.20)

where the elements of a row vector Ak

-(AKs,AKG,AKNS) are

AKs-≡ APq･Lγ, AKG…APGγ,
l

AKNS…写e?(APゎー去亨AP-qjγ)･(4.21)

Since APq･･γ lS Proportional to

e?
,
itis easily seen that AKs

hanvdelyA.KiLse
h3a;e3fa:ioSxni(pe(2z)

,

Qan2d,てsf'ien4ie-n(:2)

2
', respecI

AP(I,Q2)

APfq(z,Q2)
APqG(z,Q2)

0 AApPGG三zz',
QQ'22',

A

PTqsO?I
,

Q(2.,.2)2,,where

AP;q=APqq+AP-fq,APqG=nfAPqG,

APGq…APGq, APGG…APGG, ApTqs…APqq･
(4.23)

Once we get the information on the coefBcientfunctions
in Eqs･ (4･9)-(4･11)and parton splitting functions in Eqs.

(4･21)-(4･23),we canpredictthe behavior of gT(x,Q2,p2)
in QCD･ The NLO analysis is

now?ossible since the spin-
dependent one-loop coefAcient functlOnS and two-loop par-
ton splitting functions are available [8,9].Thereare two

methods to obtain gT(x,Q2,p2)
in NLO. In one method, we

use the parton splitting functions up to two-loop level and we
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solve numerical1y Aqγ(x,Q2,p2) in Eq.I(4.20)by iteration,

startlngfromthe initialquarkandgluon distributions of the

virtualphoton at Q2- p2･ me interesting point of studying

the virtual photon withmass -P2 is that when P2>A2,the

initial parton distributions of the photon are
co甲Pletely

known up tothe one-loop level in QCD･ nlen insertingthe

solved Aqγ(x,Q2,p2) into Eq. (4.13),and together withthe
known one-loop coe凪cient functions we can predict

gr(I,Q2,p2) in NLO.

Tbe other method, which is more common than the
former, is by making use of the inverse Mellin transforma-

tion. From now on we followthe latter method. First we take

the Mellin moments of Eq. (4.13),

I.Idxxn- 1gr(x,Q2,p2)

-Aqγ(n,Q2,p2)･c(n,Q2)+cγ(n,Q2), (4.24)

where we have definedthe moments of an arbitrary function

f(x)as

f(n)= ∫dxxn- 1f(x). (4.25)

Comparing Eq. (4.24)withEqs. (3.10)and (3.15),we can

easily see the correspondence betweenthe quamities inthe

QCD improved parton modelandthose inthefranework of
OPE as follows:

し

[AqY(n,Q2,p2)]z･-j=S,;NS,γ(γ(p)JR);(p2-p2)fγ(p))

x (T exp[lg-g;'QP22,'dg#])
ji

(i-S,G,NS),

c(n,Q2)-cn(1,g1,

cγ(n,Q2)- cny(1,g-,α).

Henceforce we omitthe obvious n-dependence for sim-

plicity･ We expand the sphttingfunctions Ak(Q2) and
AP(Q2) in powers of the QCD and QED coupling constants

aS

α

‥′∩､. ααs(Q2)Ak(Q2)- {Ak(0)+
27'1-I (27')2

Ak(1)+･･･
, (4.29)

AP(Q2, -

!#AP'0'･[#]2AP'l'･･(･.･.;.,
and introduce t instead of Q2 as the evolution variable [35],

2 as(P2)
t…

5;1n右前∴
(4.31)
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Then, takingthe Mellin moments of the both sides in Eq･

(4.20),we Andthat Aqγ(t)(-Aqγ(a,Q2,p2)) satis丘es the

following inhomogenious differentialequation [36,37]:

響-芸(芸Ak(0,･[Ak(.,-&Ak(0,]+a(αs,)

･AqY(t,(AP(0,十芸[AP(.,-RAP(0,]

･o(as2,)
･ (432,

where we have used the factthatthe QCD effective coupling

constant as(Q2) satisfies

dos(Q2)

dlnQ2

ニーβo誓-β.諾･-
(4･33,

with Po- ll-2nf/3and P.- 102-38nf/3･ Note thatthe P2

dependence of Aqγ solely comesfromthe initial condition

(or boundary
condition)

as we will see below･

We look for the solution Aqγ(i) in the following form:

Aqγ(i)-Aqγ(0)(t)+Aqγ(1)(i), (4.34)

where the丘rst (second) ten represents the sohtion in血e

LO (NLO)/ First we discuss aboutthe initial conditions of

Aqγ.

In See. III, we have observedthat for -p2-p2>A2the

photon matriⅩ elements of the hadromic operators Rニ[i
-

¢(S),G,NS] can be calculated perturbatively･ Choosing

the square of the renormalization polnt FL2 to be close to P2,

we obtain, tothe lowest order

･γ(p,.Ri(p,.y(p,,-芸(
-

;n･iln芸･A£)
,

i- ¢(S),G,NS. (435)

The K:,i-termsand AニーtermSrepresent the operator mixing

between血e ba血onic operators and photon operators in也e

LO and NLO, respectively. The operatormixlng皿pliesthat

there exists quark distribution in the photon･When we renor-

maiizethe photon matrix elements of the hadronic operators

at FL2-p2, we obtain

α

(γ(p)lR乙(FL)Jγ(p))lp2-p2-蒜Aニ(4･36)

which showsthat, at FL2
- p2, quark distribution exists in the

photon, not in the LO but in the NLO.血us we have

α

Aqγ(0)(o)-o, Aqγ(1)(o)-iLAn･ (4･37)

Explicit expressions of An in the MS scheme are given in

Sec. ⅡⅠ.
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Withthese imitialconditions, we obtain for the solution

Aqγ(i) of Eq. (4.32),

AqY(0,(i,-蒜a(I-[謡]112AP`0'′βo),
(4･38,

Aqγ(1)(t)--2a

w here

a=

(I.EdTe(AP(0)- po/2)T

x[AP(.,-RAP(0,]e-AP'0',)eAP'0't

･b(
1

-[謡]-?AP'0'′βo)-

2AP(0)/po

+Aqγ(1)(o)

α 1
Ak(0)

2qβoLJA 2AP(0)
'

1-

βo

(4.39)

(4.40)

b-(a[Ak(.,-&Ak(0,]

･2a[AP(1,-RAP(0,])志･
(4･41,

It is notedthatthe parton distributions Aqγ(i)do depend on

the initialconditions Aqγ(0)-(α/4打)An ,
but we have seen

in See. IIIthatthe structure function
gT(x,Q2,p2)

itself is

independent of Aqγ(0) in NLO in QCD･
The moments of the sphttingfunctions are related to the

anomalous dimensions of operators as follows:

AP(0,ニー左手:,AP(1,ニー吉子£.',
(4･42)

Ak(0,-iKS,Ak(.,-;K!･
(4･43)

The evaluation of Aqγ(0)(i)-and Aqγ(1)(t) in Eqs. (4.38)and

(4.39)can be easily done by introducing the prbjectionop-

erators PT such as

AP(0,-一言与3-一言,.=.?_,NS入?P--I,-,NS,
●

(4.44)

p:･-p_･-- ∴≡::1~･享p･-1･
114011-8
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where九?
are the eigenvalues of the

matrixタS.
Tbenthe solution Aqγ(t) of Eq. (4.32)in the NLO is written as

AqY(i,/[孟]-蒜戒写p?㌔(11[謡]1+柵)l'吉元

･(KL写p㌦志･紬p?(1一志)
pJ?タ£1)p?1

77 2βo+入)?一入;入?/2βo

pT夕£1)p)?1

-R3∑

-2叫p?)(I-[謡]柵)
2βo叫一入アl.義

Now inserting the above solution. of Aqγ(i) into Eq･

(4.24)and together withthe informatlOn Onthe coefBcient
functions in Eq･ (3.15),we reproduce the sane formula for

the moments ofgr(x,Q2,p2) given in Eqs. (3.16)-(3.20),as
forthe case of the OPE approach inthe NLO.

V･ SUM RULE FOR TEE FIRST MOMENT OF
gT(x,Q2,p2)

nle POlarized structure function
gT of the realphoton

satis丘es a remarkable sum rule [3-7]

gr(x,Q2)dx-0. (5.1)

Now we can ask what happens tothefirst moment of the

virtual photon structure function
gr(x,Q2,p2).

T出s can be

studied by takingthe n･- 1 limit of Eq. (3.16).Note that we

havethe following elgenValues of the one-loop anomalous

dimension matrix i:=.:

入n.=1-o,九n_=1--2βo,入蒜1-o. (5.2)

Physically speaking,the zero elgenValues入n.=
1

-ん器l
-0 coⅡespond to血e conservation of血e axiaトvector cur

rent at one-loop order, which hasthe counterpart forthe

unpolarized structure function F2;the conservation of energy

momentum tensor, ^n--2-o･ nLe Other elgenValue ^n=1 -

-

2Po, which is negative,. is ratheranartifact of continuation

of the anomalous dimenslOn Of the gluon operators to n- 1
,

since there is no twist-2gluon operator exists for n- 1, in

the RG scheme in which only gauge-invariant operators are

allowed･ But n- lgluon operator exists in the soICalled

Adler-Bardeen scheme [38,39].h fact, in the QCD im-

proved parton model approach, there is no reason why the

a- 1 moment of the polarizedgluon distribution should not

be considered [40].

ー雛∑
p?

t

1 +i?/2Po
+2βoA乃.

In the coefficients

A?, B? (i-+,-,NS) (5.3)

the specialpoints (512)would develop the singularities at n

- 1
, since inthose coefacientsthere existthe factors

l 1 1

九n.'人品s'1+入nJ2β.

Now if we take the limit ofn golng tO 1, we have

1 +i?/2Po
-0 (～-+,-,Ⅳ∫),

(5.4)

An+-丘mite, An_-0, A芯s-丘nite,

Lr.-0, βニ-fimite, β芯s-0. (5.5)

However, An+ , A芯s, and βn_ are multiplied bythe following

vanishing factors:

(1-(盟)^n'/2Po),(I-(盟)^ns/2Po),
l'､

(1-(盟)^n-/2Po'1),(5･6,

respectively, and thus the terms proportional to P? , A? , and

B? in Eq. (3.16)allvanish inthe n- 1 hmit. Notethat these

vanishing factorsare specific to the case of the virtual photon

target, and that such factors do not appear when the target is

real pboton.
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Tbus,the first three terms in the lst moment vamish irre-

spective of the RG scheme･ So we get

I.1dxg"x,Q2,p2,-孟女n-leo(αs,･(5･7,

Now let us consider Cn=l, which is glVen by

cn=1 -

12β.(e4)(BnG+A～nQG)[n=l. (5.8)

As we have seen, the combination (BnG+A-nQG) is

竺野rmalization-scheme
independent [25]･The results inthe

MS scheme [8,9,29]are

BZ=1-o, A-nQ=1G--2nf･ (5･9)

The same results have been obtained by Kodaira [28]inthe

framework of OPEand RG method･ He set BnG=
I

- o, observ-

1ng thatthere is no gauge-invariant twist-2gluon operator for

n-land obtained A-nQ-1G-12nffromthe Adler-Bell-

Jackiwanomaly. Inthe end, we have forthe sumru1e of the

virtual photon structure function g r ,

loldxg"I,Q2,p2'ニー筈蓋e:･o(αs,,(5･10,

where

Q2i,P2>,m?,A2,i-1,･･･,nf (5･11)

withmithe mass of ithflavor quark, and nfthe number of

active flavors.

Now it should be polnted outthat we can further pursue

血e QCD corrections of order α∫ to血e血st moment of gr･
Inthe above equation forthefirst moment, the leading order

is 0(1) not of order 1/as(Q2), which isthe case for the

gen?ralmoments･
So we now go to血e order α∫ qCD cor-

rechon.

First we takethe renormalization scheme of Kodaira [28].
we write downthefirst moment of gT(x,Q2,p2):

dxgT(x,Q2,p2)

-

c[(Q2/p2,g-(p2),α)(γ(p)IR((FL2-p2)Iγ(p))

+ crs(Q2/p2,g-(p2),α)

×(γ(p)IRrS(FL2-p2)lγ(p)). (5.12)

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 114011

mlXlng Problem becomes much simpler･ The coefficient

functions can be given by

c[(Q2/p2,g-(p2),a)

crs(Q2/p2,g-(p2),α)
ノ＼

- T exp lg-g:QP22,'dg,宝器
c((I,g-(Q2),a)

crs(1,g-(Q2),α)

(5.13)

ノ＼

where γl(g) is a 2×2 diagonalmatriⅩ:

(5.14)

Here anomalous血mensions are expanded in powers of the

coupling constant:

･(g,-γ(o,孟･γ(1,(孟)2･o(g6,,
(5･15,

where

y(3i-γLos)
- o,

y(Jl-24CFTf-24･筈･筈-16nf,
γLIs,-o,

(5.16)

andthe coefncient functions are

cHl,g-(Q2,,α,-〈e2'(l一言cF誓)

-〈e2'(1-響),
as(Q2)

crs(I,g-'Q2',α'-11言c,響-卜rr-,(5.17)

･exp lg-g:QP22,'dg,宝器-1一志芸[g-2(p2,

ノヽ

-g-2(Q2)]. (5.18)

Here we havethefimite matrix element of the quark op-

erators between thevirtual photon states:

α

(γ(p)lR乞-1(p2-p2)lγ(p))-蒜A乙-1,(5･19)
●

where

An- 6((e2),o,(e4)-(e2)2)A-nQG. (5.20)

Here it should be emphasized that because of the absence of Now we recall Kodaira's statement that the bare Green's

the gauge-invariant n- 1 gluon and photon operators, the function forthe n- 1 case does not receive divergent correc-
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tions, but血e丘山te correction connected wi血AdleトBelト

Jackiw anomaly:

A-nQ=1Gニー4T(R)ニー2nf･ (5･21)

Puttingallthese equations together, we丘nal1y obtainthe

0(as) QCD correction:

I.1dxgT(x,Q2,p2,ニー筈[蓋e:(l一誓)

-孟(,fle?)2(響-響)]
+ a( as2). (5.22)

This result is perfectly in agreement withthe one obtained by

Narison, Shore and Veneziano in Ref. [5],apartfromthe

overall sign forthe definition of gT.
Now we show that we obtain the same result forthe丘rst

moment of gT(x,Q2,p2) inthe哀面scheme.Although there

exist no
gaugejlVarianttwist-2 gluon- and photon-operators

for n- 1
,the

MS calculation of the anomalous dimensions

gileS
nOnZerO results for yG=Gl and γnG=J･

nus,the

MS-scheme results rather correspond tothe QCD parton

PⅢYSICAL REVIEW D 5少1 14011

model approach where也e丘rst moments of the gluon and

photon distributionsare as well defined asthe other distribu-

t10nS.

Includingthegluon and photon operators, let us start with

Eq. (3.13) forthefirst moment of gT(x,Q2,p2) in右転
scheme :

dxgT(x,Q2,p2)

α

-

&Al ･Ml(Q2/p2,g-(p2))･cl(1,g-(Q2))

+xl(Q2/p2,g-(p2),α)･ cl(1,g-(Q2))+ cT.

(5.23)

we expand Al in powers ofg-2(p2)
as

Al-A(10,･設(ll,･-,
(5･24,

where A(.0) isgiven in Eq. (3.23).Usingthe哀肩resultsfor

the n- 1anomalous dimensions, we obtain up to the order

0(g2)

1 1

1一両正宗[g-2(p2)-g12(Q2)]×24CFTf,

,
0

= i]

(5.25)

wherethe second column is irrelevant since Bと-o in MS

scheme andthus Cデ(I,g-)starts in 0(αs2).Now it is easy to

seethatthefirst term of Eq. (5.23),to be more specific,

[(α/4q)A(10)MICl(1,g-(Q2))]gives the same result as in Eq･

(5.22).
Let us now considerthe contributions of other terms.lf

A㌢(1)and AYS(I)
in the second termin Eq･ (5･24)remain

nonzero,thentheygivethe a(g2) comibution. But A㌢(1)

-AYS(1)-
o due tothe nonrenormalizationtheorem [41]for

the triangle anomaly, so its contribution is at most in 0(as2)･

The contribution of the second termin Eq. (5.23)is also in

a(αs2),since KT-K(ll)-oand we expect

K(3),n=1-KL2s),n=l-o, (5･26)

for the three-loopmixlng anomalous dimensions which are

imphed from the factthat the threelloop
γ(i3,n=

1

-o [40].
Finally we expand the third termof Eq. (5.23),CT, as

cr(1,g-,a,-=6y[B(yO,,n-.･孟B,;,,n-.I.
･

･],(5.27)

where B(yO),n=1望ny=1in Eq･ (3･15)･Wealreadyknowthat

Zg(':
s2=,I,=co.諾esn;

c

hfuenmcei.?nfTre諾epr.?a:dz,edtheg.tuw.on-lohOa:
been caluculated inthe MS scheme by Zijlstraand van Neer-

ven [30].It is made up of two terms, one proportionalto

factor CFTfnf andthe other proportional to factor CATfnf ･

The firstmoments of both terms turnout to vanish. It canbe

shownthat the two-loop (0(ααs)) coefAcientfunction for

the polarized photon, B(yl)
,

･is obtainedfromthe
two-loop

gluon coefAcient function, by picking up the term withthe

CFTfnf factor and by modifying the group factorsI Thus we

concludethat the丘rst moment of B(yl) is zero･ Inthe end, CT
does not give 0(1) nor 0(as) contributions tothefirst mo-

ment ofgT(x,Q2,p2).
This means that we arrive at the sam}

result fわrthe lst moment ofgr given in Eq. (5.22)in the MS

scheme.
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VI. N町MERICAL ANALYSIS

We now performthe inverse Mellin transformof Eq.

(3.16) to get gT
as afunction of x. ne n-thmoment is

denoted as

M(n,Q2,p2)- xn-1gr(x,Q2,p2)dx.
(6･1)

Then by inverting the moments (6.1)we get

gr(x,Q2,p2,
-去Icc_'i':M(n,Q2,p2,x-ndn･

(6･2,

In order to have better convergence of the numericalinter-

gration, we changethe contour inthe complex n-plane from

the vertical1ine connecting C一沖withC+i∞ (C is an ap-

propdate positive constant),introducing a small posidve

constant e, to

n-c-8lyl+iy,-∞<y<∞. (6.3)

Hence we have

gT(x,Q2,p2,-

iu.wM(Cly･iy,Q2,p2,
× e-(c~8y'''y)log(I)(i-8)dy

･去I10
M(C+8y+iy,Q2,p2)

･▲J
■t t･ I

I
CX)

x
e-(c'8y'iy)log(x)(i+8)dy

去l.a[Re(M(z,Q2,p2)e-I log(I))

-

古lm(M(I,Q2,p2)e-I
log(I))]dy

I-C-ey+iy. (6.4)

In Fig. 3 we have plotted, as an illustration,the result for

nf-3, Q2-30 GeV2 and P2-1 GeV2 forthe QCD scale

parameter A - 0.2 GeV. The vertical axis corresponds to

gr(x,Q2,p2,/筈nf'e4"n冨･
(6･5,

Here we have shown four cases; the Box (tree)diagram con-

tribution,

gr(Box,(x,Q2,p2,-(2x-

1,言nf'e4'ln冨,
(6･6,

3α

Nd/Pul%<.P,'uC/(Nd-P'x)A

L6

ー

2

一

一
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X

FIG. 3. Polarized virtualphoton structure function g r(x,Q2,p2)
to the next-to-leading order (NLO) in umits of

(3 αnf(e4)/汀)1Ll(Q2/p2)
for Q2- 30 GeV2, and P2- 1GeV2andthe

QCD scale parameter A-0･2 GeV with nf- 3 (solidline).Wealso

plot the leading order (LO) result (long-dashedline),the Box (tree)

diagram(dash-dottedline)and the Box including non-leading con-

tribution, Box (NL) (short-dashedline).

the Box diagrancontribution including nonleading correc-

don lgnO皿g quark mass

g T(Box,nob-leading)(x, Q2 , p2)

-筈nメe4,[(2x-I,.n芳一2(2x-1,(hx･1,],(6.7)

the leading-order (LO) QCD corTectionandthe next-to-

1eading order (NLO) QCD correcbon. We observe血at血e

NLO QCD correction is sigmi丘cant at large x as well as at

low x. We have also studied other examples withdifferent

Q2 and P2. In Fig. 4 we have plottedthe case for Q2

-100GeV2 with P2-1 GeV2. Another case for Q2

-30 GeV2 withP2-3 GeV2 is shown in Fig･ 5･ We have

not seen any sizable change forthe normahzed structure

function (6.5)forthese different values of Q2and P2. we

examined the nf=4 case as we11･ It is observed thatthe

normalized structure function is insensitive tothe number of

z
J
[
P
u
l
･
x
, u
<
寸
8
,
J
u
g
/
(
z
d
.
z
D
E
x
)
A

L6

ー

2

一

一

X

FIG. 4. Virtualphoton structure function
gr(x,Q2,p2)

for Q2
100GeV2, aJld P2-1 GeV2 with A-0･2 GeV, nf-3･
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FIG. 5. Virtualphoton structure function
g((x,Q2,p2)

for Q2

-30 GeV2･and P2-3 GeV2
with A-0･2 GeV,

nf-3･

active flavors. Here we have not directly taken into account

the. heavy quark mass dependence, but rather con丘ned our-

selves tothe above kinematical reg10n. It turns out from the

numerical analyis as well as from theoreticalargumentsthaら
as p2 increaモes,theNLO QCD result approachesthe Box

contribution Including the nonleading correction, as inthe

unpolarized structure function [11,12].
Now let us considerthe real･ photon case P2-o･ The

structure function canbe decomposed as

gT(x,Q2)-gT(I,Q2)Ipen.+gT(x,Q2)ln.a_,em.
･ (6･8)

The second termcanonly be computed by some nonpertur-

bative method like lattice QCD, or estimated by vector me-

s?n
dominance (VMD) model･ nlefirst term,the pointlike

pleCe, Can be calculated in a perturbative method. Actually, It

can formally be recovered in ouranalysis by settlng P2

-A2 in Eq. (3.16).In Fig. 6, we have plo仕ed血e point比e

piece of gr of the realphoton･ The LO QCD result coincides

with the previous result obtained by Sasaki in [22].The NLO

result is qualitatively consistent withtheanalysis by Strat-

mann and Vogelsang [10].Finally, a coⅡ皿ent Onthe n- I

NV];Oul%<寸｡V'uC](P'x)A

t6

0

2

X

FIG. 6. Pointlike piece Of the realphoton structure function

gr(x,Q2)
in NLO fわr Q2-30GeV2 with A-0･2GeV, nf-3

(solidline).Also plotted are the LO result (long-dashed line)and

the Box (tree)diagram contribudon (short-dashedline).
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limit of the realphoton structure function is in order. Inthe

case of the unpolarized structure function F2Y we have a sin-

gularityof An_ at n-2 due tothe vamishing of ^n_ at n-2

which leads tothe negative structure function [18].As dis-

ヲussed
in Refs･ [42-44]we have to introduce some regular1

1Zation prescnpt10n tO recover positive structure.function.

For the polarized case we do not have such complication at

〟-1 as webave seenin Sらc. Ⅴ.

VⅡ. CONCLtJSION

Here inthe present paper, we have investlgated virtual

photon's spin structure function
gr(x,Q2,p2)

forthe kine-

matical region A2く宅P2<Q2, in the next-to-leading order in

QCD. We presented our arguments bothintheframework of

OPE supplemented by RG method and inthe DGLAP equa-

tion approach. The results are shown to be independent of

the renomalization scheme.

The丘rst moment of gr
forthe virtual photon is nonvan-

ishing ln contrast tOthe vamishingfirst moment for the real

photon case. We cango a step further tothe order as which

has turned out to reproducethe previous result of Narison,

Shore,and Veneziano [5],andthe result is RG scheme-

independent･

Tbe numerial evaluation of gT
by the inverse Mellin

transformwas performed. The result showsthatthe NLO

QCD correctionsare signi丘cant at large xandalso at small x.

The numericalanalysis canalso be applied to the pointlike

component of the real photon structure function. The result is

qualitatively consistent withthe previous analysis.

Although we haセe neglected in our kinematicalreglOn,

we should also consider血e power coⅢ.ections of血e fbm

(p2/Q2)k(k-I,2,... ), which are arisingfromthe target

mass effects as well as from higher-twist effects.

Inthe present paper we only presentedthe result forthe

polarized photon structure function g T itself.In the course of

the parton model analysis, we also obtainthe polarized par-

ton distributions [2,45]of the longitudinally polarized pho-

ton, for the case of virtual photon, which will be discussed

elsewhere.

As afuture subject,it would be intngulng tO Studyan-

other spln StruCture function g2Y which only exists for off-

shell photon. hthe OPE language,the twist-2 as well as

twist-3 operators contribute tothe QCD effects for g2Y,

which a‡e now under invesbgation.
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APPENDⅨ A: NOTATION

FOR ANOA4ALOUS DIMENSIONS

Tothe lowest order in α,theanomalous dimension matrix

has the fわrm

γn(g,α)-

in(g2) o

Kn(g2,a) o (Al)

where与n(g2)
isthe usual 3 × 3 anomalous dimension matrix

i皿tbe badronic sector

in(g)-

y?QQ(g) γ乙〆g)
0

γ詣(g)y?GG(g)
0

0 0
y?NS(g)

and Kn(g, a) isthethree-component row vector

Kn(g,α)-(K芯(g,α),K乙(g,α),K芯s(g,α))(A3)

representlng themi滋ng between photon andthree hadromic

operators. Theanomalous dimensionsare expanded as

与n(g,-孟+:･孟子乞.,.o(g6,,
(A4,

Kn(g,α,ニー孟成一諾声1,･o(e2g4,･(A5)

The one-loop anomalous dimension
matrix与2

can be ex-

pressed in terms of its eigenvalues i?(i- +,-,NS) as

令:- ∑ 入㌻P?,
i-+,-,NS

(A6)

where

入nt

-吉城･
γodnGt[(瑞-γodnG)2･4γOj糊l/2),

(A7)

人品s-γ見;
,
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and P? arethe corresponding projection operators,

1
Pn+--

1入nt一九n7

0

0

ー

0

0

0

0

0

0(ニ
∩J

乃〃P

E
i
i
i
Z
)

0ノAー､)
0

0

0
凸
I
+

瑞<

i
u
｡

o.G
γ

乃
一
+榊

瑞
o

o^･中
γ

(AIO)

APPENDⅨ B: EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS

FOR ANOMALOtJS I)IMENSIONS

l. One-100p order

船畔2CF[-3-㌫.4Sl(n,],
(Bl,

〝-1

yo&- 18Tf両市,

n+2

･odnQ-
-

4CF両市,

･odnG-2CA[一昔-㌫･4Sl(n,]･言Tf･

n

∫1(〟)-≡i
ノ-1ノ

and

_4CA=3, CF=言, Tf=TRnf=nf/2

withnf being the number of navors

K:- (Kqf,0,碓),

KOf
-

24nf(e2)ま誌,

(A8)
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(B2)

(B3)

(B4)

(B5)

(B6)

(B7)

(B8)

碓-24nf((e4)-(e2)2,諾誌･
(B9,

2. Two-loop order [8,9]

a. Non-singlet sector

γLIs)･n-畠c妄A芯s+8C｡CFB芯s+8C,TfD芯s,
(BIO)
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with

3 5 5 3 2 1

A芯s=一宮+言~訪7~訪~石打拝+諺

一石缶･(ll,n(-芸+£･嘉
2 2 2

+両-諺+～話市 +Sl(n

･s2(n,(3一三･ふ･4Sl(n,)TS;(;)(三
-

iT-4Sl(n,)-S;(;)･8S-(n,,

17 1871 187 1 17 1 5 1

B芯s=~云~有言+有訪7+甘宗一右前

1 1

1訪+両+(~l)A

2 2 1

n n+I n2

-右缶･嘉一百方)+冨sl(a,
･s2(n,(一昔･喜一ふ-4Sl(n,)

･s;(;)(一三+よ･2Sl(n,)I;s;(;)14S-(n,,
(B12)

1 221 22 1 2 1 2 1 20

D芯s=古+す言~-g一石7~す訪+す石打坪~すSl(n)

4

+すS2(n),

s2(n,-)ilJi,s3(,,-,i.,i,

s-(n,-)i.デsl(j,,

w here

and

s;(;)
-

1+(-1)n ll(-1)n

(B13)

(B14)

s2(T);B15,

s3(;)-

(1) γ仲:

with

I+(-1)a
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1-(-1)n

b. Singlet sector

s3(T);B16,

γ(J3,n
-

γLIs),n
+

ygs),･蒜¢
(B17)

仇-8CFTf(一三+宗一嘉･蒜缶

･芸+古志)･
(2)γ咋:

with
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(B18)

γ(B,n
- 8CFTfDQG+ 8CATfE岬, (B19)

D榊(n,(三一志)-s2(n,(喜一㌫)

･sl(n,(言-㌫-;)･芸-完
9 8 2 4

~訪~i訂拝+諺+両,

24 22 2 24 4

En"=-T+訪7+諺+石打拝+諺

24

市;~Sl(n)+石下~Sl(n)

(B20)

8 8 8

n n+I (n+1)2

-sun,(喜一㌫)･s2(n,(三-iT)

-s;(;)(ま-㌫)･[1･(-1,n,(喜

一㌫)(-2S2(n,･S;(;)･g(2,)･
(B21,
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(3) γGQ:

γEIL,n-8CiA昌¢+8CACFBnG¢+8CFTfDnG¢, (B22)

with

171 4 2 1 1 2

AnG¢-2n
n+I n2 2(n+1)2 n3

1百方ISl(n,(;･よ･右缶)2

+s子(n)l壬〟 n+lL)+∫2(〟

メ(
2 1

n n+

(B23)

411 35 1 4 38 1 4

B乙¢--161言-す訪7+訪~-T両一訪

-請託･sl(n,(;;･主よ+芸)
-s?n,(三-よ)-s2(n,(;-iT)

with
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･s;(;)(三-よ)･[.I(ll,A,

･(三-よ)(2S2(n,-S;(;)-"2,),
(B24,

161 4 1 4 1

DnG¢=す言+す芹r+宮前

-sl(n,(言喜一芸よ)･
(4) γGG :

with

10 10 10 2 4 4

DnGG=1+T-訪7~訪+有戸+諺+節,

4 761 76 1 4 1 4 1 20

E昌G=言+す言-す㌃汀~す訪-す前戸-すSl(n),

8 971 97 1 29 1 67 1 8

F岩G=-言一両言+ii㌃汀+す訪~丁石打拝-訪~

(B25)

γElb･n-
8CFTfDnGG+ 8CATfE芸G+ 8CまFnGG, (B26)

(B27)

(B28)

(B29)

岩戸･sl(n,(;･嘉一石器)

-;s3(;)･4S-(n,-2S;(;)(sl(n,一三･ふ)･[1･(-1,n,[8S2(n,(三-よ)12S3(n,

14Sl(n,S2(n,･2S;(;)(sl(n,一三･iT)I;s;(;)-4S-(n,･g(2,(2Sl(n,一芸･㌫)-"3,]･

c. K(nl)

K!-(Ktn, Ktn, Kん芸), (B30)

K5n-
-

3nf(e2)cF8Dn" , (B31)

Ktn- 13nf(e2)c,8(DnGG- 1), (B32)
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Kん芸--3nf((e4)-(e2)2)cF8DnQG
･

d. Anolnalous dimensions at n = I (MS scheme)

城芸=1-γOG;=1-o,

γoJ昌=
1

- o,

(B33)
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γodnQ=l-16CF,

22 8

γodnG=1ニーすCA+ff- -2βo,

K?N;=1-Kqf=1-o,

γi;ls),n=
1

- o,

γ(J3,n=
1

- 24CFTf
,

γ(B,n=l-o,
8

γtlL,n-I-18Ci一等c｡cF･すCFTf,

40

γt.i,n-.-8CFTf･
-TC｡Tf一等cまニー2β.

,

K(i),n=1-Ktl),n=1-KLIs),n=1-o.

(B36)

(B37)

(B38)

(B39)

(B40)

(B41)

(B42)

APPENDIX C: COEFFICIENT FtTNCTIONS

Cn(CnY) is the coefficient function of the hadromic (pho-

ton)operators [17]:

cn(1,g-(Q2))-

6Q(1･慧BnQ)

6¢誓BnG

8NS(1･誓B芯s
e2

cn(1,g-(Q2),α)=i諒∂rBny,

Bny- (2/nf)B岩･

1. MS scheme [8,9]

and

(Cl)

(C2)

(C3)

B桝s-CF[(;･iT･3)sl(n-I,

･4)ni11与sl(j,-4S2(n-1,･言-9],
(C4,

BnG-4Tf

PHYSICAL REVⅡ三W D 5!I 1 1401 1

n-1 1

~両市(Sl(n)'1)~~ n2

･㌫]･
2. Momenttm subtraction [27,2S]

(C5)

B純-CF[-2一言･㌫･芸

-&･3S.(n,-8S2(n,],
(C6,

BnG-8Tf[三-宗一去･詩誌]
n≧3,

β㌘1-o. (C7)

APPENDIX D: TENSOR DECOA4POSITION

OF VnTUAL PHOTON-PHOTON Ah4PLITUDE

After using parityinvariance, time-reversalinvariance,

and gauge invariance, Brownand Muzimich [20]have shown

血at也ere are eight independent tensors, in o血er words,

eight-invariantamphtudes for virtualphoton-photon scatter-

1ng. Those eight independent tensors, which arefreefrom

kinematic slngularities and kinematic zeros, are glVen in Eqs･

(ASト(AIO) of Ref. [20].
Usingthese tensors (Ii)FLyPT, the absorptive part of the

forward virtualphoton-photon scattenngamplitude Wpvp, IS

decomposed as

8

WFLVP,- ∑ (Ii)FLyPA･(w,tl
,t2),i-I

where the Aiare the invariantamphtudesand

(Dl)

w-p･q, tl-q2--Q2, (2-P2--p2. (D2)

In order to implement crossing symme什y under q-
-

q and

〝←γ, we fom the even combinations, Jl, J2+J3, J4, J5,

I7+I8, and the odd combinations, I2-I3, I71I8, I占-2I6

-3wI71WI8+(tlt2/w)(I2-I3)I
It is noted that the combi-

nations I2-I3 and I71I8are antlSymmetric under the inter-

change of FL-7, and p-T, While the rest of the combina-

tions are symmetdc. In tens of血ese crosslng-even and
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-odd combinations,theamplitude W-∑㌘=1IiAiis reaq-

ranged as follows:

▲

∑ IiAi-IIAl'す(I2'I3)(A2'A3)+I4A4
i-I

1

+I5A5+言(I7+I8)(A7+A8+2wA6)

･妄ILA6･妄(I2-I3,(A2-A3-%A6)
1

+ラ(I7-I8)(A71A8+wA6)･ (D3)

Now
gr-

2W4Y is written in terms of invariantamplitudes as

gr∝a1111-al11111
(D4)

-w2(A2-A3-%A6)-i.t2(A7-A8･wA6,
(D5)

which is obtained from Eq. (A14) of Ref. [20].Here

allll (al_1l_
I) representsthe s-Channel helicityamplitude

for (+1)γ+(±1)γ-(+1)γ+(±1)γ. It is noted that

[A21A3 - (tlt2/w)A6] is the invariantamplitude associated

with (I21I3), While (A7-A8+wA6) is associated with(I7

-I8).
Inthe limit t2-P2-o or inthe casethat w-p･q,tl

-q2>(2-P2, (he second termtlt2(A7-A8+wA6) does not

contribute to
gT･

h fact we observe thatthe tensor (I2-I3)=I_ is associ-

ated to
g( while (I7-I8)=J- is associated to g2Y･ It canbe

shown that

l

EF-九qq入Ep,qPpβ=㌻盲I-
, (D6)

and inthelimit of -q2,p･q>-p2

[EFLα九qqyqα- Epα九o4pqα- EFL如] Ep,qPppp入-J-.

(D7)
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Now using an identity

g〝γEαβγ6=
g-Evpy8'gvβEαγγ∂+gpγEapv6'gp6EαβfB,8)

We get

EF"人qq人(p
･

q EpTqPppI Ep,apPPpqqα)

ニー[EFLα入qqγqα-E,α入o4FLqα

-

E,Lγ入qq2]Ep,αPppp九･

Hence we bave丘om Eq. (2.3)

(D9)

1

w-T右評[(I-)-TgT-(J-)-Tg21･(DIO)

Finally it is interestlng tO See血e relation between血e

polarized photon structure functions g ㍗and g2Yand polarized

nucleon structure functions gl and g2. By introducing the

polarization vectors, E*P and ET forthe target photon Just

like those for the gluon target discussed by Gabrieli and

Ridolfi[46],we have

l

iWAF"- E*PWFLVPTET- WFLyPT亨(E*PET- E*TEP)

-wm,(一志EP,Y6p}6),
(Dll,

where s is the longitudinal spln Vector for the target photon.

After uslngthe relation p･s-0, we get

wA"-熱〝γ人絹^sqgT･
E〝γ人絹九(p

･

qsq-q
･

sp"票](D12)

which, apartfromthe factor Jm, has exactlythe same

formas Eq. (2.4)of Kodaira etal. [27]which defines the

polarized nucleon structure functions gl and g2, andalso as

Eq. (9) in Ref. [46].
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